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SOT CHERI '01@2COVER TOP W/PIC 'PIMA W/ADMINSTRATORS' 

(sot cheri)
'Adopt a Family is a program I started this year' -- at Towson High School ...'
SOT CHERI '01@5

(sot cheri)
'... people may see that we're in a more affluent suburb and um --'
SOT CHERI '01@4CG - CHERI PEGUES         PARENT, PIMA FINALIST, BALTO.         CO.

(sot cheri)
'... don't really see that there are needs -- basic needs that are not being met, food, shelter, and clothing.'
COVER W/PIC 'PIMA LAURA'(USE A FULL SCREEN MOTION DOC HERE -- UNDERWIPE TO NEXT PICS BELOW)

(nARRATOR TRACK)
CHERI Puh-GEEZ' GOT INVOLVED --


MET WITH SCHOOL SOCIAL WORKER LAURA COGLESHOTS --
COVER W/PIC 'PIMA SIMON & IMG 0424' (USE A SPLIT SCREEN HERE)

GUIDANCE COUNSELOR SIMON BRIGGS --


and the pta president put together a team at towson high.
SOT CHERI '01@6

(sot cheri)
'Initially we talked about how the PTSA might help students with school supplies --'
COVER W/PIC 'PIMA & LAURA USE A TIGHT CLOSEUP

(narrator track)
BUT THE MORE SHE TALKED -- THE MORE SHE REALIZED THE DEPTH OF THE NEED.
SOT CHERI '01@7

(SOT CHERI)
'-- she was working with students who were coming to school hungry -- who were not -- did not have proper clothing, who were in danger of being evicted from their homes?'
SOT CHERI '02@2 & 3 USE AN IPHONE SIDESHOT HERE @ TOPTHEN USE SCREENSHOT 'TOWSON HS' IN BINTHEN BACK OUT TO CHERI

(sot cheri)
'-- so I talked to her about my idea, that perhaps I could identify families within the Towson High community -- slice -- 'who might be willing to take on a student or a family in dire need and see if they could make their holidays a little more pleasant for them...'
SOT CHERI '02@5 (A SCOOCH IN) COVER W/'THANKSGIVING CALENDAR'THEN SCREENSHOT 'DONATE PTSA' SITETHEN SIDESHOT IPHONE -- AND BACK TO HER FRONTAL

(sot cheri)
'Initially we started with Thanksgiving and I -- basically I went through the school directory -- slice out 'and i made an email grouping' --  of families I thought may be willing to purchase groceries, buy a gift card, and help students have a better Thanksgiving.'
COVER W/'PIMA JENNA, JOSLYN, CHARLENE, CHERI

(narrator track)
a very good response prompted the team to turn to christmas -- 
FACEBOOK PAGE SCREENSHOT

and the ptsa's facebook page.
SOT CHERI '02@6(USE A MOTION DOC HERE AND SUPER THE WORDS OVER THE FREEZE) 

(sot cheri)
'-- in case you're not aware -- we do have students within Towson High School who have these needs...'
BACKTIME IPHONE SIDESHOT 

(narrator track)
and so it went --
SOT CHERI '03@2

(sot cheri)
'we had gift cards that were donated we had clothes that were donated, household items that were donated.'
'IMG 0427 - CHERI, BOB, BRENTON

(narrator track)
puh-geez' husband and son got involved ---
'PIMA CHARLENE OFFICE 2' 

The staff worked enthusiastically --
'PIMA, CHERI, LAUREN, LAURA, DAYNA

and the thanks came from the heart.
SOT CHERI '04@4

(sot cheri)
'The family that we adopted - the Mom wrote to me and said 'you don't know what a difference you made in my daughter's life, because it's her senior year and it's a really big year for her and I just didn't have it to give.'
FREEZE & HOLD TO FADE

(narrator track)
cheri puh-geez, pima finalist, baltimore county.





